Due to the Covid-19 Health Concerns we have stopped all Volunteers from entering the building and we have limited group activities to keep within the guild lines set by the state. Don’t worry though; we are still doing everything we can to keep your loved ones entertained and connected.

Here are some of the things we are doing:

- We do a lot of 1:1’s activities with residents depending on the need of the resident
- The residents have tables with their name and a puzzle they choose spaced 6 ft. apart
- Room to room every day to deliver a positive quote- while we are in there we assess who needs a little more 1:1 time and go from there
- Walks outside (weather permitting) or in the halls
- Face time with family members
- Phone calls through the windows with family
- Thursdays we take a bingo treat to those that attended bingo/visit
- Take cards to residents that need a little extra boost that the community has brought in
- Residents watch a movie with two or three people in the room
- Three residents do a tai chi video three times per week